QPS Home Learning – Adjusted English
Time allocation per subject.
English 30-45 minutes per lesson
Maths 30-45 minutes per lesson

History/ Geography 30-45 minutes per lesson
Science 30-45 minutes per lesson

Year 2 Term 2 Week 4
Art - 30 minutes per lesson
PDHPE - 30 minutes per lesson

Tuesday 19/5

Wednesday 20/5

Thursday 21/5

Friday 22/5

Monday 25/5

Brain
breaks

Toy time - play a short game for
10 minutes.

Choose a sport (soccer, tennis)
and mime playing it with the
person in the mirror.

How many star jumps can you do
in a minute?

Think of an animal starting with
each letter of your name.

Toy time - play a short game for
15 minutes.

Morning

English

English

English

English

English

1) Segmentation of
Phonemes – Level 2

1) Segmentation of
Phonemes – Level 2

1) Segmentation of
Phonemes – Level 2

1) Segmentation of
Phonemes – Level 2

1) Segmentation of
Phonemes – Level 2

(see attachment sheet)

(see attachment sheet)

(see attachment sheet)

(see attachment sheet)

(see attachment sheet)

Question 31 – 35

Question 36 – 40

Question 41- 45

Question 46 – 50

Question 51 -60

Remember to use the
Remember to use the
sounds of the letters and sounds of the letters and
not their names.
not their names.

Remember to use the
sounds of the letters and
not their names.

Remember to use the
Remember to use the
sounds of the letters and sounds of the letters and
not their names.
not their names.

Reconciliation Week

Spelling/Writing/Reading

Spelling/Writing/Reading

Spelling/Writing/Reading

Spelling/Writing/Reading

Reconciliation Week is in
Week 5.

1) _ et

1) _ in

1) _ ock

1) _ um

Go through the alphabet
putting each letter in the
blank space. Using the
guidelines on your paper,
list any real words you
make.

Go through the alphabet
putting each letter in the
blank space. Using the
guidelines on your paper,
list any real words you
make.

Go through the alphabet
putting each letter in the
blank space. Using the
guidelines on your paper,
list any real words you
make.

Go through the alphabet
putting each letter in the
blank space. Using the
guidelines on your paper,
list any real words you
make.

2) Select the best tricky
word from the box below
and complete each

Revision

Revision

Revision

Read aloud your favourite
sentence you wrote

Read aloud your favourite
sentence you wrote

Read aloud your favourite
sentence you wrote

What do you know about
National Reconciliation Week
and Sorry Day?
Read through the
PowerPoint slides explaining
what National Reconciliation
week is about.
The theme is “In This
Together”. Design and
create a poster to promote

Tuesday 19/5

Wednesday 20/5

Thursday 21/5

Friday 22/5

Monday 25/5

Reconciliation Walk.

sentence. Some
sentences may have a
couple of options. Write
each sentence very neatly
on lined paper. Remember
to use capital letters,
spaces between your
words and end the
sentence with a full stop!

yesterday. Remember to
use your sounds!

yesterday. Remember to
use your sounds!

yesterday. Remember to
use your sounds!

2) Select the best tricky
word from the box below
and complete each
sentence. Some sentences
may have a couple of
options. Write each
sentence very neatly on
lined paper. Remember to
use capital letters, spaces
between your words and
end the sentence with a full
stop!

2) Select the best tricky
word from the box below
and complete each
sentence. Some
sentences may have a
couple of options. Write
each sentence very neatly
on lined paper. Remember
to use capital letters,
spaces between your
words and end the
sentence with a full stop!

2) Select the best tricky
word from the box below
and complete each
sentence. Some
sentences may have a
couple of options. Write
each sentence very neatly
on lined paper. Remember
to use capital letters,
spaces between your
words and end the
sentence with a full stop!

Discuss things that you can
commit to for Reconciliation
week. Create a commitment
star (see template).

Optional activity
Write: Queanbeyan Public
School.
Tick each letter you think
looks like a teacher wrote
it!
Remember to hold your
pencil correctly.

for

you

see

like

1) I did not ___________
the pig run.
2) I will get a bag
___________ him.
3) Did mum ___________
the red car ___________
got?
Comprehension
*Point to the answer in the
sentences before you give
your reply. This is a good
way to practice scanning
for information.
1) What did the pig do?
2) A bag can be made
from different materials.
Can you name a few? e.g.
plastic
3) What is your favourite
coloured car?
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for

you

see

like

for

you

see

like

1) Tom can ___________
the sad dog.

1) I will go ___________
a jog up the hill.

2) Did the pig
___________ the wet mud?

2) ___________ can get
a fig from the pot.

3) Ben did not
___________ to sit in the
hot sun.

3) Dad can ___________
a fat bug on the rug.

Comprehension
*Point to the answer in the
sentence before you give
your reply. This is a good
way to practice scanning for
information.
1) How was the dog
feeling?

Comprehension
*Point to the answer in the
sentence before you give
your reply. This is a good
way to practice scanning
for information.
1) What does the word jog

for

you

see

like

1) I ___________ to
___________ the cub get
wet.
2) Mum had to run
___________ the bus?
3) Did ___________ see
a red bin in the hut?
Comprehension
*Point to the answer in the
sentence before you give
your reply. This is a good
way to practice scanning
for information.
1) What is a cub?
2) Why do you think mum
1

Tuesday 19/5

Wednesday 20/5

Thursday 21/5

Friday 22/5

Monday 25/5

Optional activity

2) What is the adjective
used to describe the mud?
Answer: wet

mean?

had to run to the bus?
Use your imagination!

Write: Queanbeyan Public
School.
Tick each letter you think
looks like a teacher wrote
it!
Remember to hold your
pencil correctly.

3) What did Ben not like?
Optional activity
Write: Queanbeyan Public
School.
Tick each letter you think
looks like a teacher wrote it!
Remember to hold your
pencil correctly.

2) What is a fig?
3) Can you describe what
a rug is?

3) What is a hut?

Optional activity

Optional activity

Write: Queanbeyan Public
School.

Write: Queanbeyan Public
School.

Tick each letter you think
looks like a teacher wrote
it!

Tick each letter you think
looks like a teacher wrote
it!

Remember to hold your
pencil correctly.

Remember to hold your
pencil correctly.

Break

Middle

Mathematics

Mathematics

Mathematics

Mathematics

PDHPE

Play a TEN game.

Play a TEN game.

Play a TEN game.

Play a TEN game.

Review the Fraction
PowerPoint slides and
complete the Tuesday
worksheets (1, 2 and 3).

Review the Fraction
PowerPoint slides and
complete the 2 worksheets
for Wednesday.

Review the Fraction
PowerPoint slides and
complete the Position
worksheet for Thursday.

Review the Fraction
PowerPoint slides and
complete the Position
worksheet for Friday.

Brainstorm the meaning of
the terms ‘health’, ‘wellbeing’
and ‘sustainable’.
Discuss things that we could
do to keep healthy and well,
e.g. water bottles on desks,
regular exercise.
Draw a picture of the things
that you do to stay healthy.

Break

Afternoon

Science

History/ Geography

PDHPE

Creative arts

Music

Lesson 3: Facts about the
Moon.

Reconciliation Week and
National Sorry Day are in
Week 5.

Activity: Hopscotch

Draw a picture of an
astronaut landing on the
moon or exploring the moon.

Think about or listen to your
favourite song and answer
the following questions.

Read the PowerPoint. Stop
when you get to the art

2

The native hibiscus is the

Play a game of traditional
Hopscotch.

Tuesday 19/5

Wednesday 20/5

Thursday 21/5

lesson (making a moon).

official symbol of Sorry Day.
Decorate the flower with any
material to produce a mauve
or light purple flower.

Or make up a physical activity
that you can play by yourself.

Friday 22/5

Monday 25/5
-I like this song because…
-My favourite part of the song
is…

Remember to send the work you have done back to school.
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